CRACKED DASH? Here is the solution to your problem.

Installing Your New Dash Cover
Easy Step-by-Step Instructions

Test fit your new Coverlay dash cover. Minor adjustments sometimes are needed; use a utility knife or sandpaper. The dash cover should fit snugly over the entire dash. Practice putting it in place before moving to the next step.

Clean your existing dash and the underside of your new Coverlay dash cover with an ammonia-based cleaner such as Windex®.

Apply the silicone provided in your kit to the underside of the dash cover only around the edges and vent holes. Do not apply silicone to the middle areas of the dash cover. The supplied tube of silicone is enough to install the dash cover.

Place your Coverlay dash cover over the existing dash. Use very little pressure to get the cover into place. You should not have to force anything.

Insert cardboard wedges between your Coverlay dash cover and your windshield to create pressure on the dash cover edge against the window.

Use masking tape around edges of the dash cover to hold in place while silicone cures (approximately 6-8 hours). Once it has cured, remove tape and cardboard.

Your new Coverlay dash cover will be firmly in place, and your vehicle will look great.